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Overview
 What does a ―future-proof‖ career look like?
 Quick tips and tricks for ―future-proofing‖:
 Introduction to a couple of quick futuring techniques, 
and time to practice
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3Change isn’t new.
(Picture source: Saint Paul Public Library “Using the card catalog. November 20, 1958,” 
http://www.sppl.org/locations/central-history.html) 
4―Skate where the puck’s going, 
not where it’s been.‖
—Wayne Gretzky
Picture source: http://www.vintagecardprices.com/
5―Skate where the puck’s going, 
not where it’s been.‖
—Wayne Gretzky
But how?
6Start with looking one step ahead. (or at 
least at the present.)
7Postings snapshot
The Partnership – 20 April 2010
8Academic postings snapshot
ALA JobList - 20 April 2010
9The Future. 
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Your Future in 5 Easy Steps: Wired Guide 
to Personal Scenario Planning
Wired magazine: issue 17.08
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The Future. 
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A Few Futuring Techniques
 Scanning (focussing on changes and trends)
 Trend projection (what if a given trend continues at current rate?)
 Scenarios (possible future developments described in story or outline form)
 Brainstorming (useful in identifying possibilities, opportunities, and risks)
 Backcasting (once a future goal is determined, identify what sequence of 
events is required to achieve it)
 Wild cards (the big surprises, both good and bad, that can knock us sideways)
 Source: Edward Cornish. Futuring: The Exploration of the Future. Bethesda, MD: 
World Future Society, 2005.
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Scenarios
Example: Future of reference services in the X 
University Library
 1. Surprise-free scenario: For example, reference desk stats fall 
gradually while online use increases
 2. Optimistic scenario: Extra funding for special projects increase 
support to online reference service.
 3. Pessimistic scenario: The division’s budget is drastically 
reduced. Service hours and some services are cut.
 4. Disaster scenario: The division or branch is eliminated.
 5. Transformation (―miracle‖) scenario: Large donation or grant 
awarded.
 Source: Edward Cornish. Futuring: The Exploration of the Future. Bethesda, MD: 
World Future Society, 2005.
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Wild cards
 Often discussed in terms of large-scale disasters
 Can be positive or negative
 Can be personal too
 Source: Edward Cornish. Futuring: The Exploration of the Future. Bethesda, MD: 
World Future Society, 2005.
Group futuring exercise
 Choose a topic, e.g.: 
 Collections
 Reference/information services
 Outreach
 Programming
 Liaison services
 Marketing 
 Technical services
 Library buildings and facilities
 Choose a futuring technique, e.g.:
 Trend projection
 Scenarios
 Brainstorming
 Backcasting
 Wild cards
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Checking back
 Topic?
 Tool?
 What possible futures?
 What surprises?
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In conclusion
―Future-proofing‖ your career:
 A range of ongoing activities
 Current awareness and engagement
 Reflective thought
 What’s the big picture?
 What are the trends?
 What are some possible futures?
 What actions are required?
 Action steps
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